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A vibrant introduction to producing colourful pictures in acrylics
Basic techniques covered through clear step-by-step instructions and photographs
Six inspiring projects and examples of the author’s work throughout.
Vibrant Acrylics has sold over 13,000 copies.

Description
Be prepared for an exciting, vibrant and different approach to using acrylics. With infectious energy and enthusiasm, Hashim Akib shows
how acrylics can be used in unusual, surprising ways to create beautiful paintings full of life, atmosphere and colour. Step-by-step
demonstrations, exercises and expert advice illustrate his simple, yet effective techniques and there are many inspiring examples of what
can be achieved. This extensive book details step-by-step projects that include urban landscapes, pet portraits and abstracts. Neither
beginners nor more experienced artists will want to be without this book.

About the Author
Hashim Akib is an internationally renowned artist and is represented by several galleries in the UK. He has exhibited with the Royal
Institute of Oil Painters, New English Art Club and Royal Society of Marine Artists at the Mall Galleries in London. In 2009 he won the
SAA Artist of the Year competition and has produced DVDs in partnership with Daler-Rowney. Before becoming an artist, Hashim
worked as an illustrator for 15 years. His clients included the likes of Times Newspapers, The Telegraph, Time Magazine and New Yorker
Magazine.
Hashim has taught his unique techniques to students at art schools in the UK, Italy and France. Vibrant Acrylics, was first published by
Search Press in 2012 and has now been translated into French, German, Italian and Dutch. Painting Portraits in Acrylics is his latest book.
Visit his website www.hashimakib.co.uk.
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